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SPICE UP EVERY NIGHT OF THE YEAR WITH 365 SEX THRILLS. . . offering everything from sizzling new positions and orgasmic sex-toy play to kinky foreplay to set the mood. Open to a page, any page, and you’ll light the fire. • Take the naughty out of the bedroom and into the boardroom with Desk Duty • Introduce some sizzling foreplay—removing everything piece by piece—to let the fire
burn red hot with Slow Strip • Who’s been a bad girl? Tie her up for a little light S&M with The Windsor • Get wet and wild under the water with Shower Your Senses
Position of the DaySex Every Day in Every Way (Adult Humor Books, Books for Couples, Bachelorette Gifts)Chronicle Books
Sex Position Coloring Book For Adults In this coloring book you will find gorgeous illustrations of sexy women & men. Illustrations are large and clear for the best coloring experience. At the beginning of the book you will find a special color test page to check the colors before painting. High quality paper works great with markers and crayons. According to research coloring is great solution for
Stress Relief and Anxiety. It also may be beneficial in improving mood and enhancing mindfulness. This Coloring Book is dedicated for Male who love Naughty Girls best book
Get ready for the best year of your life! 365 Sex Moves offers couples hot and exciting positions for every day of the year. Filled with stunning photography and short technique descriptions that get right to the point, this book allows you to simply pick-up-and-play and do the position shown. Whether you’re interested in trying something just a little different or are ready for an advanced acrobatic
position, 365 Sex Moves has it all. With this sexy little guide, you’ll never know what the day—or night—will bring.
Complete Guide to Develop Your Sexuality, Boost Your Libido, Prove Your Sex Life. The Top Sex Positions Including Kama Sutra, Tantric Sex and Massage Secret.
Sex Position Coloring Book For Adults(Porn Anime Coloring Book For Adults)
100 Sex Positions
Sex 365
Three Book Bundle Including BDSM Roleplays & Sub/Dom Guides
The Little Black Book of Sex Positions
55% discount for bookstores! Make your customers happier! This spicy book will save the sex life of many couples and earn you confidence and money! Don't let your relationship crumble! If you want to put your sexual intercourse on turbo... then read on! Do you have problems in the bedroom?Is
your sex life collapsing under the weight of boredom?You don't know how to "freshen up" the sexual relationship with your partner? This guide is what you are looking for! The Illustrated Practical Guide to Sex!151 sexual positions that will change your relationship Even I and many of the
people I know, have, or have had these problems. I decided to write this illustrated guide to save many couple relationships from a boring and predictable sex life. It is calculated that by 2030, 78% of couples will divorce or separate within a short time. One of the most important causes is
sexual decline and boredom. This book is intended to make you relive sex as at the beginning of your relationship (even much, much more!), when passion burned inside of you and you wanted to do it even 2 or 3 times a day. In addition to 151 new sexual positions in this guide you will learn:
How to improve intimacy with your partner How to talk dirty during sexual intercourse The use of sex toys during sex The best positions for oral sex The best positions for anal sex The best positions to stimulate the clitoris The best positions to stimulate the G-Spot ... And much more... You
think you won't be able to put into practice the suggestions in this book? Don't worry, besides a good description all the positions are illustrated! Do you feel inhibited by the subject of sex? The guide also contains many suggestions that will make you more confident in your relationship
with your partner! Do you think you're past the age in which sex can be done freely or that you have nothing more to learn? With this guide, you will discover that there is no age to have great sex and that you still have a world to discover to have fun with your partner! If you want to
rekindle your and your partner's desire, buy this illustrated practical guide! Buy this book now!...and your customers will thank you!
Better Sex Better life, long lasting Relationship and less Stress We all want to have sex and enjoy it, don't we? This is a very fair request, but it is one of the wishes that hardly ever come to pass. Many sexual relationships ended in the brick because the partners had problems they could
not find a way to handle, and there was a lot of things they should learn. Without mincing words, there is a lot of facts you need to understand about sex before you can have a great sexual life. Have you ever heard about sexual compatibility? What does it mean to be sexually compatible? What
are the problems you can encounter during sex, how about the different positions in sex and the different ways to know you are having a sexually compatible partner? How do you get yourself out of erectile dysfunction and so many other sexual problems? Whether you are young or old, whether you
have had sex earlier or not. You will need to get this fact at hand every time. They will help to discover what problems you may in sex, and how best you can get yourself out of each of them. Sometimes, you don't have any problem yet, but it is always recommended to empower yourself with
knowledge of how to handle such sexual problems. Apart from learning about problems. You should also understand stirring facts like the different sex styles and sexual positions you can try with your partner during sex. If not that at all, you need to learn about ejaculation and ways to
prolong it. Learning everything you can about sexual exploration can turn you to a matured knowledgeable fellow when you meet your partner. To discover the expert's response to all of your questions: BUY NOW: Sex Position For Couples - Complete Guide to develop your sexuality, boost your
libido, prove your sex life. The top sex positions, Kamasutra, tantric sex, and massage secret. To start with, this is a book compiled from the research of various sexologists, family counselors and health specialists. It took a number of years to gather everything you ever need to know about
sex in this book. It pictures the possible problems you can have in your sexual or marital life, and provide solutions or recommendations on them. All the ideas you need to spice up your marriage, or spice up yourself as a sexually attractive woman have been embedded in this book. It makes no
difference you are married with kids or still single. If you can approach your sexual life with your partner differently, you can return to them to the sexual life of your teenage dreams. There are so many things that cannot be crumpled in these few lines. Among others, you will learn: Sexual
compatibility. Orgasm. Different types of sexual positions Things to prepare before sex Sex positions Tips for a great erection Oral Sex Anal Sex Have fun and play dirty. How to get over performance anxiety, How to get over tantric sex. There are many more to learn in this eBook. Be sure you
get yourself and your kids a copy, Scroll up to get the copy, now!
Spice up your sex life with this ultimate guide to exciting, erotic and even acrobatic sex positions, including a sizzling position for every day of the year. Transform your sex life and maximize your full sexual potential with Sex Positions. Whether you're looking to break out of the same
routines or spice it up in the bedroom, this guide shows hundreds of positions from beginner to pro levels to help you experiment. Easy-to-follow techniques accompany photographs of each position so that you and your partner can discover new pleasures and explore how to reach orgasmic states
in order to experience sexual bliss. This book is a fun way to keep things exciting and put the spice and adventure back into your relationship.
An ancient Hindu text, "The Kama Sutra" is attributed to Vatsyayana-a Vedic philosopher of the Gupta Empire. The book offers advice on the practice of sexual intercourse, with additional passages about virtue, love, family, and other aspects of human life. It is arguably the world's most
famous literary document concerning human sexuality.
Two Books in One: Sex Position, Kama Sutra Sex Position Guide. Improve Your Sexual Life.
69 Sex Positions. Essential Moves to Spice Up Your Sex Life (with Illustrations)
Position of the Day Playbook
Positions, Tricks and Techniques for an Erotic Year
Sex Every Day in Every Way
Sex Positions for Every Body
"Sex Positions for Every Body is loaded with intelligent, inspiring, easy tips that will bolster your sexual repertoire." --DR. EMILY MORSE, Host of Sex with Emily, Guest host on Loveline with Dr. Drew Pinsky Do you want to have an orgasm? Of course! But if you look a bit deeper you'll
probably find that you want more than that, too. For most people, "the orgasm" is not their primary motive for having sex, and it isn't the number one reason for reading a book about sex either. Instead, those reasons might sound more like this: I want to improve my sex skills; I'm interested
in new techniques and positions; I'm curious about other kinds of sex but don't know where to start; or I want to show greater affection for someone by adding some spice to our sex. In Sex Positions for Every Body, nationally recognized sexologist Dr. Jill McDevitt presents a welcoming, nonjudgmental guide to playful sex positions--pulling the covers off the confusion, giving foreplay a face-lift, and empowering you to discover satisfying, confident sex. Whether you're a bit mystified by sex and seeking an honest guide, or eager to spice things up, Sex Positions for Every Body
is the fun and frank guide to finding the sex positions that feel right for you, whatever body you are in. The Moves: explore 56 pleasurable sex positions with step-by-step instructions and full-color illustrations that bring each sex position to life Why You'll Like It: Face-to-face? Intimate
contact? Acrobatic? Choose what turns you on based on your pleasure-seeking preferences Fan Faves: Real feedback from real people about their favorite sex positions Playtime: learn about popular sex toys that will enhance your experience and give your sex skills all the TLC they deserve (over
and over again) Sex Savvy Tips: Jill's insider tricks for getting the maximum pleasure out of each position Exciting and informative additional features include: "Keep It Steamy" Tips for Talk & Toys * Lube & Lotion 101 * Personalized adaptations to make each sex position work for you * and
more
Make each day a sex adventure, with 365 ways to reach the summit of pleasure. From 'The Peacock's Tail' to 'The Tiger's Claw', and 'The Reckless Grasp' to the 'Seated Sigh', give every position a go and treat yourself to a year of seriously great sex. Whether you want slow, sensual lovemaking
or a quick, orgasmic fix, find a sex position for every time, place, and mood in this gorgeously visual guide that's stylish, fun, and just a little bit naughty. Sensual and spiritual - sometimes gymnastic, always fantastic - here is the ancient sex manual of the Kama Sutra brought bang up to
date for a whole new horny readership.
The stars have aligned for the latest addition to the bestselling Position of the Day series. Based on birthdate, the book provides a fortune and a recommended sex position, complete with compatible partners. Illustrations throughout.
Sex Positions Complete with Illustrations For many of us Kama Sutra is still a mysterious and hidden manual for lovemaking that could provide us with the secrets to infinite orgasms and long prosperous relationships. In reality the Kama Sutra is a much subtler and more spiritual text than
that, which has sometimes been lost in our modern approach to the Kama Sutra. In this book the spiritual element of the original Kama Sutra that promotes closeness and true intimacy is coupled with our modern love of experimentation and sex positivity. Creating a fun and streamlined approach
to the Kama Sutra that is easy to follow, inspiring and full of exciting tips and sex positions to send your partner wild. Discover the rich history of the Kama Sutra and how its original intentions can give a kick to your love life while also teaching you how to respect your partner and truly
explore them - in every sense possible. Teach yourself how to be more present with a lover so you can have a deeper connection and understand their physical and mental needs. Learn about forty unique and inviting positions for you to try with a partner as well as tips for success and making
sure the positions work for you. Sex positions for beginners. Sex positions for advanced. Give Your Partner What They Want! Click on The Top of The Page to Order Now! tags: Sex positions, Discover Sex Positions, Sex Positions For Beginners, Sex Positions guide, Sex Positions Pictures, Sex
Positions Tips, Sex Positions To Try, kama sutra, sex guide, sex books, tantric massage, sex in marriage, how to have sex, tantric massage, tantric sex free, tantric sex book, tantric sex, tantra, yoni masage, lingam massage, couples massage, tantric yoga, couples communication, tantric sex
kindle, tantric massage kindle, couples erotic massage
Positions for Having Sex a New Way Every Day
Sex Fortunes : Positions and Predictions for Every Birthday
The Ultimate Book for Couples Who Wants to Spice Up Their Sexual Life (Easy, Intermediate, Advanced Poses with PICTURES) (BONUS: Oral Sex Tips)
101 Sex Positions Book For Any Age - Hot Explicit Forbidden Steamy Mind-Blowing Sex and Kama Sutra Love Making - Satisfy Your Partner Sexually
Playtime for Couples
151 Sex Positions for Couples. The Illustrated Sex Book with Sexual Techniques that Will Make Sex and Marriage Take Off. The Unmissable Sex Guide for Couples.

IMPROVE THOSE SEXUAL SKILLS AND ABILITIES IN BED Learn everything you need to know about different sex positions he craves for This book is for those who are looking for new sex positions or would want to master the existing ones. This is for women who want to please their men
in bed and make him go nuts and for wives who want to relieve the fire of romance and try new positions You will learn 27 sex positions for beginners, advanced and professional levels. Likewise you will get to know what positions are ideal for different situations such as outdoor sex,
quickies, standing positions and intense acts. By the time you finish reading this book you are going to be able to expand your knowledge about sex and how you could actually feel pleasure by doing dirty talking. Likewise you will find out sexy tips you can actually use to send him subtle yet
sexy messages Why You Must Have This Book! > In this book you will learn how to do the crab sex positions, the spider, the crouching tiger and other animal-inspired sexual positions > This book will teach you the steps in achieving your climax with doggy-style, missionary, standing-up
position and other basic sex positions that have stand the test of time. > In this book you will learn how to increase his burning desire, up his libido and heighten his excitement by wearing the right clothes or not wearing it at all > This book will guide you through proper "etiquettes"
before, during and after doing the deed > This book will teach you how the two of you can feel sexually fulfilled without going acrobatics > In this book you will learn some dos and don'ts to avoid offending or de-motivating your male partner What You'll Discover from the Book "Sex
Positions - 27 Sex Positions that Will Drive Your Man Wild in the Bedroom" ** Why you need to shave, wax or trim regularly and how to turn him on with those lingerie, silk robes and lacey underwear ** How to say no to him if you don't feel like doing the deed without disappointing him **
Step by step instructions on how you can do the 27 sexual positions and its other variations without harming you or your partner **The importance of communication, eye contact, praises and complimenting your man to boost his male ego **What to do before the actual action to make him
want and long for you all throughout the day **How to please him by being dominant and taking in control of the whole deed Let's Learn Together! Hurry! For a limited time you can download "Sex Positions - 27 Sex Positions that Will Drive Your Man Wild in the Bedroom" for a special
discounted price of only $2.99 Download Your Copy Right Now Before It's Too Late! Just Scroll to the top of the page and select the Buy Button. ----- TAGS: Sex In Marriage, Sex Positions, Marriage Advice, How to Have Sex, Sex Guide, Relationship Advice for Women, Attract Women
You Are 1-Click Away From Adding Passion, Energy, Desire, Excitement And Satisfaction To Your Sex Life To Get You And Your Sex Partner(S) To Bask In The Glory Of Passionate, Multiple Orgasm-Filled Sexual Encounters That Keep You Smiling At The Thought Of Them! Sex is not just sex.
Great sex is what we all strive for even if we've never had an amazing sexual experience before; the body knows when it has just 'never gotten there'. And if it gets there, you know! You know you've had great sex when you've had it; you and your partner feel fresh, energized, sleepy, happy,
euphoric, like you want to laugh/smile, ecstatic, flushed, shy and more; all combined in one! There is nothing like it! So how do you maximize pleasure that you and your partner(s) get from every sexual encounter? How do you turn yourself and your partner on instantly so that you can 'go'
anywhere anytime? What do you need to start doing to spice things up and what do you need to stop doing? How do you turn your boring, bland, lazy, orgasm-deprived, passion-lacking, excitement-free and satisfaction lacking sex life to one where both you and your partner(s) have lustful,
passionate, energetic, exciting, and orgasm filled sexual encounters? How do you reintroduce passion, lust, fun, excitement, orgasms, experimentation, fulfillment and more into your sex life? How do you overcome all your inhibitions and go all out in every sexual encounter to maximize
your satisfaction and that of your partner(s)? How do you ensure you don't get disappointed at any step of the way to maximum sexual pleasure? If you have these and other related questions, keep reading, as this book is for you. It covers the ins and outs of maximizing your sexual pleasure
(for you and your partner(s)) while making it fun, exciting, satisfying, passionate and the kind of thing that you want to do it over and over again! More precisely, the book will teach you: Why introducing variety in your preferred sex positions will catapult your sex life to the next level,
including over 30 sex positions that will instantly help you stop repeating the same old positions that have made sex mundane and boring How to add a new twist to your favorite sex positions to make sex more exciting, fun, passionate and involving How and why dirty talk can make you
harder or wetter and make sex more exciting, including how to introduce dirty talk to your sex life How to leverage the power of Kama sutra and tantra to propel your sex life to the next level, including the best tantric sex positions that will get you body numbing, toe curling and eye rolling
orgasms What has been draining your sex life How your low performance may have to do with low testosterone levels, including how to boost your testosterone levels to increase your libido and stamina How to stop coming too fast, last longer in bed and unleash the randy hose within you to
satisfy your partner(s) all the time Exercises that can 10X your sex life And much more! Whether you've had amazing sex before and want to bring back the experience or have never experienced the magic of great sex, this book has something for you. And lucky for you, the book takes an
easy to follow, beginner friendly approach to help you, irrespective of your prowess and experience, start applying what you learn right away and start seeing results in your first sexual encounter after reading this book! Click Buy Now With 1-Click or Buy Now to get started!
SHUFFLE, DRAW, AND ENJOY! Packed with exciting, erotic and acrobatic positions, Sex Positions Deck offers you and your lover 101 sizzling new ways to spice up your sex life. Slip a card into her purse, hide one under his pillow, or pick a random card when you're craving spontaneity. The
possibilities are endless. • Feel the sensual beat all over with Tribal Rhythm • Bounce her to an awesome orgasm doing the Pogo • Flip him over for amazing 69 in the Chair Tryst • Balance her on a ball to hit the G-Spot Striker • Fly high with passionate play in the Catapult
If you think there are only three positions that get the job done, then it’s time to get out of your sexual rut and start having a ball! The Little Black Book of Sex Positions exposes in glorious detail hundreds of sexy moves that can lead to mind-blowing ecstasy for you and your lover. The
positions offered here are the next best thing to having an experienced partner right by your side . . . or behind, or face-to-face. If your rolls in the hay have become a bit ho-hum, or if you just want to expand your spicy repertoire, this hot little how-to will having you flexing muscles you
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never knew you had with sexy positions you’ve always wanted to try like the YMCA, Forbidden Fruit, Pirate’s Bounty, Rodeo, Deep Impact, and much more. In a hardcover edition with full-color exciting yet tasteful illustrations, The Little Black Book of Sex Positions is handsome enough to
keep on your nightstand, or to give to someone naughty and nice. You’ll never think about “little black book” the same way again. Start stretching!
Sex Positions, All about Sex, 20 Erogenous Zones, 365 Days of Pleasure, the Ultimate Sex Guide
365 Sex Positions
The Book of the Only 3 Sacred Advanced Sex Position You'll Ever Need in This Day & Age Nobody Talks About that Will Blow Her Mind in Bed Like Never Before & Asks 69 Times More
Sex Positions
27 Sex Positions That Will Drive Your Man Wild in the Bedroom!
Position Sex Mini Book
This collection of 100 hot sex positions illustrations for coloring is sure to heat up any night. Get out your crayons and get in a playful mood. Whether it's at a yacht, the beach, the office or at a sexy nightclub these hot men and women are sure to arouse the sensual side in yourself. Start coloring these hot pictures now and lose
yourself in the sensual and naughty side of life.
You will want this Hilarious 6x9 dotted lined Sex Themed Journal, Composition Notebook, Logbook, Guestbook. Play a joke on your friends, family, coworkers and neighbors when you give this notebook as a gift or keep it for yourself. You will have them laughing so hard in embarrassment. The joke is on whoever picks it up to look
through it. It can be used to write down your thoughts, gratitude, fetishes, sketching, drawing, daily events, notes, hobbies, health log, exercise, food, gardening, camping log book, fishing, travel, memories, recipes, blog, bucket list, nature and so much more!
Spice up your sex life with this ultimate guide to exciting, erotic and even acrobatic sex positions, including a sizzling position for every day of the year that is paired with titillating color photographs. Transform your sex life and maximize your full sexual potential with 365 Sex Positions. Whether you’re looking to break out of the
same routines or spice it up in the bedroom, this guide shows hundreds of positions from beginner to pro levels to help you experiment. Open to any page and you’ll discover a thrilling new position: - Feel the sensual beat all over with “Tribal Rhythm” - Bounce her to an awesome orgasm doing the “Pogo” - Flip him over for an
amazing 69 in the “Chair Tryst” - Balance her on a ball to hit the “G-Spot Striker” - Blast off to higher pleasure in the “Lusty Launch” Easy-to-follow techniques accompany full-color photographs of each position so that you and your partner can discover new pleasures and explore how to reach orgasmic states in order to
experience sexual bliss.
You're here because your sex life has probably hit a wall. There was a time when you and your partner used to have mind-blowing sex every other day, but things have changed, and sex has become more like a routine without any excitement. You both still love each other and still do all the sex positions that you used to do earlier,
but that spark is gone. But what if we tell you, you're not alone. Sex rut happens to every couple! It's time to take charge and get your sex groove back before your partner starts looking for thrill elsewhere. In '100 Sex Positions', couples will find a practical and easy to follow guideline as it pertains to sexual positions, which will not
only set your sex life on fire but will also help you to sustain your relationship for long. In '100 Sex Positions', you're going to discover: *100 easy, intermediate, and advanced sex positions with accurate images and easy to follow descriptions. *Variations on familiar positions that may have become monotonous *How to set the right
mood physically, emotionally and sexually *Your partner' "hot spots" that are sure to boost sexual satisfaction and improve the overall sexual health. *How to satisfy your partner and lasting longer in bed *The role of oral sex in heightening your partner's sexual senses. *Things women want men to know about oral sex and vice
versa. Boredom in the bedroom is one of the biggest reasons why couples slowly drift apart and cheat on their partners. So, if you truly want to spice up both your sex life and relationship, scroll up and click the BUY NOW button.
Most Beutifull Sex
3 BOOKS IN 1 - How To Become A Sex God and Make Your Lover Deeply Addicted To You
365 Sex Thrills
Sex Position for Couples
Kama Sutra A Position A Day New Edition
A Position for Every Day
After all these years of thinking 69 was our lucky number, the perpetrators of Nerve.com's wildly popular "Position of the Day" have hand-picked 366 of their very best erotic scenarios into one gloriously chunky, deeply inspiring, and hilarious compendium. Yes, that's 366
- one for each day of the year plus a little something special for leap year! Illustrated with anatomically correct drawn figures, the positions run the lusty gamut from plausible to creative to Honey, get my weight belt, this is going to require some heavy lifting! For
beginners and the acrobatically challenged, there are accessible suggestions such as the Corporate Merger, the Wet Blanket, and the TV Dinner. Meanwhile, the adept and adventurous can try their hand at The Snow Blower, The Papoose, and the Quasimodo, which field-testing
suggests is best attempted only after a vigorous round of stretching and a can of Red Bull. Position of the Day is about not becoming a creature of habit, because even the Excuse Me, Do I Know You? can get boring if that's the only position in your repertoire... Em & Lo
(Emma Taylor and Lorelei Sharkey) pen Nerve.com's sex and relationships advice column, "The Em & Lo Down (Advice from Near-Experts)."
If you think there are only three positions that get the job done, your sex life is BORING and LIFELESS... You might as well be strolling through social media during intercourse with you're a partner with how passionless you're sex currently is. Ask yourself ...Would it
really make a difference? Hearing nothing but the bed squeak and meaningless moans. Begins to remove what you once felt for you're partner. The fire, the passion, the excitement. You're starting to lose the yearning of wanting sex. WHY? Because with the sex you're having
there is nothing to look forward to. The longer we are in relationships a pattern is created especially around our sex life. You find yourself doing the same thing over and over again, sex has become a chore. Same thing if you're solo, you keep pulling out the same moves.
How is that fun for YOU? According to "The Washington Post", experts who study Americans' bedroom habits found that there are a number of factors driving"The Great American Sex Drought." Using Sex Positions 3 BOOKS IN 1 Newfound researched sex techniques that focus
primarily on couples stimulation while adding in"Kama Sutra Techniques", will finally give you and your partner the sex you always yarned for, is the ultimate way of becoming a sex god and make your lover addicted to you, and stop any kind of sex drought. In"Sex Positions:
The Orgasm Bible", you'll discover: A Step-by-Step guide on how to have mind-blowing orgasm and learn how to give them Boost you're sexual confidence and lovemaking skills in a short amount of time 5 most important steps to gain a deep connection with ANYONE you sleep with
How to overcome not knowing what to do in the bedroom Realistic how to's of sex positions that empower you The right mindset to avoid emotional stress and overcome you're fears of being embarrassed How to increase you're sexual satisfaction by mastering "Kama Sutra" A
share of U.S. adults reporting no sex in the past year reached an all-time high in 2018, underscoring a three-decade trend line marked by an aging population and higher numbers of unattached people. Don't make the same old mistakes by staying safe and becoming unattached.
Stepping up and trying something new in the bed can be terrifying, scary, embarrassing, and uncomfortable. Save yourself from years of wasted GOOD sex. Get your copy now to become a Sex Master!
Ready to reinvigorate your sex life? We've collected 52 of Lovehoney's most exciting Positions of the Week to bring you this handy guide. Each position is illustrated to help you, and we've included some notes on the benefits of each one. Start your year of sexual
happiness right now!
Sex Positions Illustrated with Pictures NO NUDITYFor many of us Kama Sutra is still a mysterious and hidden manual for lovemaking that could provide us with the secrets to infinite orgasms, and long prosperous relationships. In reality, the Kama Sutra is a much subtler and
more spiritual text than that. This has sometimes been lost in our modern approach to the Kama Sutra. In this book, the spiritual element of the original Kama Sutra (that promotes closeness and true intimacy) is coupled with our modern love of experimentation, and sex
positivity. This creates a fun and streamlined approach to the Kama Sutra that is easy to follow, inspiring, and full of exciting tips and positions to make your partner wild. * Discover the rich history of the Kama Sutra and how its original intentions can give a kick to
your love life while also teaching you how to respect your partner, and truly explore them - in every sense possible. * Teach yourself how to be more present with a lover, so that you can have a deeper connection and understand their physical and mental needs. * Learn
about forty unique and inviting positions for you to try with a partner, as well as tips for success on making sure the positions work for you. * Sex positions for beginners * Sex positions for advanced * Karma Sutra for beginners Give Your Partner What They Want!
Illustrated with Pictures No Nudity
Sex Position Coloring Book For Adults
Sex Position Coloring Book
A New Way Every Day for a Steamy, Erotic Year
Sex
The Ultimate Book for Couples with Spectacular Sex Positions. Revitalize Your Sex Life and Increase Libido, Kama Sutra, Tantric Sex and Dirty Talk
Sex Positions Isn't Rocket Science and Here are the Only 3 You Need ★ Currently, buy the Paperback and get the Kindle eBook included for free. Soon, it won't be free. ★ I want to make life easy for you with sex positions. After reading this, you'll never worry yourself with sex positions again. The internet is littered with
hundreds of sex positions and it gets scary sometimes. These people post too many images on sex positions for the sake of traffic or writing a post. The reason they do this is, if they give you the secret, you'll stop surfing their sites and they'll lose traffic and money. No one wants to lose money, my dear. This is the reason
most people will never be straightforward and give you the final secret you need to stop worrying. You're lucky to be part of those reading this book. "Never worry about action, but only inaction." - Winston Churchill Take action right now by scrolling up and getting yourself your personal copy of the 3 Magic Sex Positions.
"Published in Great Britain by Dorling Kindersley Limited"--Title page verso.
Do you want to spice up your sex life? Do you want to master the secrets of oriental sex with Kama Sutra and Tantric Sex? Do you want to learn how to improve your relationship and intimacy with your partner? If yes then this Book is for you! This is The Most Complete Sex Guide around, with 4 Manuscripts in 1 Book: 1 Kama Sutra 2 - Sex Positions for Couples 3 - Tantric Sex 4 - Sex Games. You no longer have to lose your time and resources looking around, In this book you will learn everything and anything you want and need to know about how to bring your sex life to the next level. You will discover several Sex Positions, Kama Sutra
Secrets, Tantric Sex Practices, Sex Secrets and the best Sex Games, all juiced up with several illustrations. In Manuscript 1 "Kama Sutra" you will discover - What is Kama Sutra and its benefits - What is love for Kama Sutra - How to succeed in flirting and courtship - How can you become a master in seduction - How enjoy
at best the 100+ sex positions of the extended Kama Sutra including, standing, relaxing, woman dominates, man dominates, sitting, acrobatic positions - How to excel at oral sex with several positions - What masturbation techniques can you use to better discover yourself - What type of orgasm should you aim at and how
to get them - In which cases you should go for a threesome and how can you enjoy at best this experience - And much more! In Manuscript 2 "Sex Positions for Couples" you will discover: - How can you improve intimacy and compatibility with your partner - How to prepare your mind and body for sex - How is foreplay done
best - What are the best sex positions for couples - How is oral sex done right - How should you approach anal sex - Which are the best aphrodisiacs and how to use them - What fetish practices and other sexual fantasies can you try - Where else can you enjoy your sex life and how beyond the bedroom - What and how can
you do sex at best if you are pregnant - And much more! In Manuscript 3 "Tantric Sex" you will discover - What is Tantra and its benefits - How Tantra helps in connecting the sensory, emotional, cognitive level with spiritual - How can you get the best out of Tantra meditation with the use of Mantra and Yantras - Why and
how you should practice Tantric sex - What are the best Tantric sex positions - How can you best use the Tantric Chair to enhance you sex experience - How to give and receive Tantric sex massages - How can you discover and reach the super orgasm - How to improve your vaginal sensory capabilities with the Yoni Egg And much more! In Manuscript 4 "Sex Games" you will discover - The best role playing games - Sex timer games - Sex card games - Mirror games - Sex toys - And many others In addition you will be able to: - Discover many particulars about the persons you're playing the game with - Laugh in company - Break the ice with
someone you just met - Set the right mood - Develop couple complicity - Improve the passion with your beloved one - And much more! Do yourself, your partner and everyone else that you will potentially have sex with a favor, read this book! Give your partner the present of informing yourself about how to bring them
enjoyment like never before. Wait no longer, Scroll up and get your copy by clicking the "Buy Now with 1-Click" button!
yes, yes, YES! It seems that readers do, in fact, want to have sex every day of the year. Picking up where its outrageously successful predecessor, um, got off is Position of the Day Playbook, featuring 366 erotic couplings packed into one chunky, inspiring, and hilarious compendium. Following the publication of Position of
the Day, Nerve was bombarded with reader comments: Do any of the positions work better with equipmentsay, a six-pack and a helmet? And, hey, do I still need to go to the gym if I'm regularly having sex upside down with my head on a chair and my feet wrapped around my lover's neck? Nerve has tried to address these
concerns and others in this latest edition. A team of nimble, limber, and extremely attractive volunteers selflessly ventured to the laboratory for months of researchthe results of those experiments are now available for only $12.95! Each sexual position comes with an estimated caloric expenditure (for each person
involved), a list of possible side effects (leg cramp, lawsuit), and equipment recommendations (hanging bar, stethoscope, cowboy hat). And no workbook, ahem, playbook, would be complete without a followup section for comments and rating boxes for the reader to fill out. Publisher's note: Should parties find themselves
stuck in one of the positions, they are advised to contact 911 immediately and neither Chronicle Books nor Nerve directly.
Sex Position Deck
Kama Sutra
The Generous Husband
How to Use Communication, Intelligence, Energy and Fantasy to Explore Your Sexuality. Beginners Or Not, a Guide to Improving Your Sex Life.
The Position Sex Bible
Kama Sutra a Position a Day
Are you looking for new ways to spice up your sex life? You won't find the classic boring positions here, nor those that require the flexibility of a gymnast. This book is a perfect visual guide to help you learn and experiment. You will learn 69 sex positions that are easy to understand and follow, as they are accompanied by original illustrations. These sex positions are
divided into the following categories: Foreplay Positions. Lying-Down Positions. Sitting Positions. Standing Positions. Kneeling Positions. Mixed Positions. This book offers something for everyone. For complete newbies, there are some easy positions to try, such as modifications of the most common ones - Missionary, Cowgirl, Doggy Style, etc. For the more advanced
among you, there are quite a few challenging positions to learn. Even if you think you've done it all, you will find new moves that will take the routine out of your sex life and bring a new spark into your bedroom! Want to learn more? Just click the "Buy Now" button!
Would your marriage improve if you could give your wife what she most wants? Generosity can work wonders, but only if you give what is most wanted. This book, which will help you target your giving, contains over 400 tips designed to meet her needs in the areas of touch, romance, gifts, service, a shared walk, communication, prayer, affirmation, time, and sex.
Includes special tips for holidays and parents. Additional sections: Massage - Sexual and Non-Sexual Cooking for the Citchen Clueless The Flood - AKA Menstruation Buying Lingerie - Without Dying of Embarrassment Paul H. Byerly began e-mailing generous tips in 2001. His daily Generous Husband messages are now received by over two thousand men around the world.
Spice up your sex life with a new sex position for every day of the year Surprise your sexual partner with 365 different sexual positions- one for each day of the year. Experience the wave of erotica and erotic fiction with sexy Kama Sutra skills from the sensual Kama Sutra: A Position A Day. Enjoy a year of seriously great sex, choosing a position depending on your desires,
whether they are for a quick sex fix or slow passionate lovemaking. Experience the pleasure of each position to the full with erotic tips accompanying each sex position in this classy but sensual sex book. Feel enlightened on lovemaking- caressing, embracing and all the positions of the great Eastern love texts, including the Kama Sutra, Ananga and the Perfumed Garden.
Kama Sutra: A Position A Day is the ideal gift or self purchase for year long pleasure for sophisticated lovers.
A guide for couples who want to revitalize or add variety to their sex life presents 365 different sexual positions, one for every day of the year, that feature something for everyone with variations that range from the sensual to the gymnastic or aerobic. Original.
Practical Joke Funny Naughty Sexy Sensual Arousal Gag Gift Prank Book for Adults
3 Magic Sex Positions
The Book of Sex Positions
A Position a Day 365 Days a Year
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Download Free Position Of The Day Sex Every Day In Every Way Naughty Naughty
Position of the Day
A Position a Day, Keep Anxiety Away

Based on the Ancient Indian Sex Manual, Here is Advice to Steam Up Any Bedroom and Spark Life into Any Romance—from Oral Sex to Sitting and Standing Positions to More Adventurous Positions like “The Propeller” and “The Rowing Boat” Sadie Cayman has taken the ancient Kama Sutra and given it a modern self-help feel. Designed to
educate you as a lover and advance your lovemaking techniques beyond the basic and boring, this book is designed to make fantasies come true. Here are ways to bring passion to your bedroom (or any room with a chair or table). Positions are ranked for passion, drama, romance, exertion, convenience, and more. Experience: The Bent Kiss
The Cap of Luxury The Flowing Triangle Nirvana Supernova The Curled Angel And, to spice things up, Cayman offers quotes and advice about romances and sex from Ingrid Bergman, the Marquis de Sade, Henry Miller, Anaïs Nin, Deepak Chopra, and more. Tastefully illustrated in full color, and playfully written, this new handbook will bring
your love life new excitement and challenges. You can offer your new lover or your long-term partner the most passionate, creative, and enthusiastic lovemaking he or she has ever had. You won’t have to fantasize any longer about what it’s like for a lover to thank you after sex. You’ll find out.
A complete guide to hundreds of sexual positions from amateur to advanced. Packed with passion-igniting positions, The Position Sex Bible takes sex from predictable to over the top. Whether couples are looking to break out of their same position rut or take their bedroom repertoire to the next level, this guide showcases every position
available from simple to advanced, intimate to kinky. Readers will love this chunky "brick" filled with exotic positions such as The Circle of Pleasure, Cupid's Bow, and The Jigsaw as well as new twists on traditional positions. Concise instructions accompany full-color photographs of each position while a helpful, illustrated checklist catalogs
the hundreds of positions included in this comprehensive book and lets couples quickly reference their favorites or new thrills to try.
If you want to improve your sex life, then keep reading Sex is essential to have a healthy and satisfying relationship, sex relieves tension and stress, it also allows you to get to know your partner better. So If you want to improve your performance through tips on sex and therefore also obtain benefits for your relationship then this book is for
you. You'll learn: The best sexual positions for have an orgasm Over 100 imagines with description Tips for improving intimacy with your partner How to better connect with your partner What's the kama sutra This book contains everything you need to improve your sexual performance. You will learn things you didn't even know you needed to
know. Do yourself and your partner a favor by reading this book and teaching yourself as much as you possibly can about how it can take your sex life to new heights. This book is for couples who want to improve their sexual relationship but not only, it will also help you to improve communication and therefore also your relationship. Reading
this book you will improve your relationship with your partner, it will teach you how to listen to your partner and how to make love in your long-term relationship, then this book is for you! All you have to do is buy this book now Buy this book right now
Add a healthy dose of BDSM to your sex life. Experience the difference. One of the biggest misconceptions about BDSM is: It's violence. That's nonsense. BDSM is an additional flavor in your bedroom. It's a safe sexual role-playing game between you and your partner. Learn how to live out your sexual desires, explore your sexual fantasies,
and experiment with pain and pleasure. We wrote this book to give you everything you need in your BDSM journey including detailed guides of: -how to be the submissive -how to behave as a dom -the importance of communication -safe words -sex toys -57 ready to use role-plays -and much much more! Press the Buy-button, enjoy the book,
and let us know if we can help you in any way!
Position of the Week
More Positions Than You Could Possibly Imagine Trying
Pick a Card, Any Card for a Wild Night, 101 Hot Positions
365 Sex Moves
From Kama Sutra's Clasping Position to the Weightless Doggie
Sex Every Day in Every Way (Adult Humor Books, Books for Couples, Bachelorette Gifts)

"This is a very funny coloring book. I love how graphic [it is.]" —Chelsea Handler SEX IS FUN! COLORING IS FUN! NOW, COLORING SEX IS FUN!!! Thanks to this first-ever interactive intercourse guide, you and your lover can explore exciting new sex positions in an enjoyable, approachable and brightly colored way. Just be sure to stay inside the lines as you learn to be creative between the sheets. Perfect as a
bachelorette, wedding shower or birthday gift, Sex Position Coloring Book is as hilariously playful as it is anatomically accurate. With 101 ready-to-color outlines of couples in real sex positions, this is the silliest yet most informative sex book a man and a woman and a box of crayons have ever shared.
Are you interested in exploring sex in its entirety? In sex, mechanics are important, but it's certainly not everything!If you are aware of it then keep read... Sex is a subject that mankind has to basically deal with throughout their life. Sexuality is something that is discovered at a young age. It helps children to understand who they are and what their roles are in society. Sex has been something that goes way back to our
ancestors. It is a subject that has been seen as biological and even spiritually. Both these aspects try to show what they believe sex is according to them. Men and women have been created or born to mate at a certain time in their lives. During the growing phase, even the reproductive system and knowledge of sexuality do the same. In recent years the question of sex and sexuality has been touched but not in-depth in
conventional education. The situation is normally that they just brush a bit to give some basic knowledge. As much as we brush through we forget that even trivial matters are very important. The preparation for sex is as important as the sex itself: knowing how to excite your partner, knowing how to put him at ease. Communication during sex is also essential, whether verbal or non-verbal. Things like sex positions have a vital
role. Also knowing the do's and the don'ts of sex is important too. Even showing how to use sex toys that have come up during the current years is important. We forget that sex is not supposed to be aimless one should know that the end games should be pleasure for the two parties. The other thing to note is how we can make that pleasure happen. These things that we sideline are so very important at the end. So what does one
learn from this book? Know how important it is to communicate about sex life and how you can make this communication better between you and your partner. Learn how you can create a sexual desire between you and your partner. This is creating a love life between you two. Get to know when you can use erotic messages. Know the important first steps to sex. Know what your partner wants and what he or she does not like.
Also, get to learn some sex positions which are good at providing pleasure to your partner and also some that help with the face to face contact. Know also some good positions of sex that fit to offer some good oral sex to your partner during the act. Know some positions that are great for some anal sex. Find out uncomfortable and comfortable positions. Finally, learn the toys that are used in sex and the proper way there are to
be used. If you are tired of being satisfied with the mechanics, you will find in this book many useful tips to change your sex life for the better, without neglecting any aspect of it. Want To Know More? Download now and get your sex questions answered! Scroll to the top of the page and hit the buy now button.
Did you get tired with the books which just telling you do this or the other without an emotional pleasure to you or to your partner? The answer for this is : Sex Positions The Sex Positions is NOT another one book which mention the author's opinion.It is the ONLY book which is based on scientific facts and medical references.This book want his or her reader improve his or her sex life!!! We want to inform you WHY you
should do this with your partner, HOW you should do it and WHAT you are going to succeed !!! Follow Us and You Will Find Your Way !!!! This Book Covers The secret switches of male and female bodies! Which switches you must push! Which "O" you can give to her or him! How you can succeed them! Taboo @ Sex Oral Sex : How to have the best oral Sex and what you have to look for Anal Sex : How to do it and
what to do to have the maximum pleasure! You're about to discover how to get the most out of your sex life. This ultimate sex guide walks you through all the information that is needed to make your sex life sensual, lusty and super passionate. Don't Hesitate to follow as at Facebook looking for Pamela Iordanou author! Sex Positions Download your copy today! Take action today and download this book without delay!
Everything you need to know about 50 wild sex positions all in petite, easy-to-carry around mini-book. For couples who might be stuck in a one-position nooky rut, this mini Position Sex book gives couples quick ideas on how to spice up their sex life and be more adventurous in the bedroom (or any room, counter, or chair in the house.) Each of the 50 positions offers a four-color photograph of a wild sex position with its
name, for example the Carnal Crossbow. You'll learn how to arrange the position and details the challenges and pleasures specific to each move. The guide features full-color photographs of each hot, new position, as well as acrobatic variations on good old standbys, such as the missionary position. Lovers can take position tips with them anywhere as they expand their bedroom repertoire.
The Kama Sutra Of Vatsyayana
Kama Sutra, Sex Positions for Couples, Tantric Sex and Games. The Complete Guide to Love Making - 4 Manuscripts in 1 Book
Illustrated with Pictures, the Hottest Sex Positions You Will Ever See!
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